
Walking out of

I
tchy is the boss but Scratchy tries it on from time to time. 
Scratchy is a bit of a barker and a tad insecure, so he’s apt 
to take a dislike to some people and give them a bit of lip. 
Itchy would, if he were given the chance, chase anything 

that runs. Scratchy fancies himself as a bit of a hunter and likes 
to think he might one day catch a squirrel. Itchy plays at jack the 
lad and once stole a sandwich clean out of a picnicker’s fingers. 

I love both as much as I love my little girl, who loves them as 
much as me. They are our two black miniature poodles (pictured 
with my daughter below), brothers aged three-and-two-thirds. 
I’ve had the great good fortune to have travelled the world 
looking at our most amazing animal species but these are still  
my favourite animals ever. 

When I’m in the UK I live on the edge of the New Forest in 
Hampshire, our newest national park and a place for which  
I have both a great fondness and serious concern. Let me give you 
a few figures from a recent study into public pressure on this patch 
of our beloved countryside. Every day 25,000 dogs (including 
Mssrs Itchy and Scratchy) are taken for a walk that lasts between 
one and two hours in the forest. They deposit 9,500kg of faeces 
and 10,000 litres of urine daily. Each year, in the region of 600,000 
more dogs visit from outside the national park with the abundance 
of tourism it enjoys. This constitutes a phenomenal pressure on this 
environment and any dog owner that refutes this, should have their 
nose rubbed in all 9,500kg of you know what! And this is only the 
New Forest; imagine the data, if we had it, for the rest of the UK. 

A guide has been published as a result of this study. It requests, 
among the obvious, that: “If you cannot control your dog, keep it 
on a lead,” and “Keep your dog to the existing tracks in the forest 
when birds nest on the ground (1 March – 31 July). At this time, 
keep your dog close by or you may be asked by a forest ranger or 
keeper to put it on a lead”. 

Twenty-five per cent of the breeding birds in the New Forest 
nest on the ground and it has nationally important numbers of 

some such species like woodlark and nightjar. I mention these 
two because they both nest, or try to, where I walk my dogs.  
So right, I’ll come clean. Last summer my two friends ran amok, 
chasing a curlew which was calling excessively having been 
disturbed by dogs moments before us. I failed to get them on 
their leads in time and what happened was shameful. 

This was one event in a season for me, one horrible slip, but  
for those poor curlews it happened day after day, hour after hour. 
I lead my dogs as we pass the woodlark breeding area but have  
to grind my teeth and try to be polite when asking others to do 
the same as their dogs cause havoc. So am I the New Forest Dog-
Walking Angel? No, I leave most of their faeces, unless they  
leave them on the path, and they chase ponies, deer, rabbits and 
squirrels less but still pretty often. 

Like those thousands of others with their 25,000 furry 
companions, I’m lucky to walk my dogs daily in such a rich 
environment. But at what cost? And what right have I got to 
disturb and destroy it? Is the ignorance and apathy that I see  
on my walks acceptable? Or has this issue been sidelined as too 
confrontational by conservationists in the same way that dealing 
with our domestic cat predation is still too scary? Despite the 
600,000 birds they kill in our gardens each year, the old line  
“it’s their nature” seems beyond re-education. 

We campaign against building roads and houses, we raise 
millions to buy and manage nature reserves, we are all sweating 
about global warming and yet tens, if not hundreds of thousands 
of us, go out there and let our dogs trash what we pretend to care 
about every day because we claim a God-given right. What planet 
are we on? Like Scratchy, it’s enough to send me barking.

Chris Packham is a television presenter, photographer  
and author. For information about the New Forest  
study, visit www.forestry.gov.uk and type  
“Progress Project” into the search box.

Keeping a leash on the 
Itchy and Scratchy show
They might be considered man’s best friend, but dogs with 
irresponsible owners can also be the environment’s worst enemy 
argues conservationist (and proud dog owner) Chris Packham.
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